Climate change is altering the availability of resources and the conditions that are crucial to plant performance. One way plants will respond to these changes is through environmentally induced shifts in phenotype (phenotypic plasticity). Understanding plastic responses is crucial for predicting and managing the effects of climate change on native species as well as crop plants. Here, we provide a toolbox with definitions of key theoretical elements and a synthesis of the current understanding of the molecular and genetic mechanisms underlying plasticity relevant to climate change. By bringing ecological, evolutionary, physiological and molecular perspectives together, we hope to provide clear directives for future research and stimulate cross-disciplinary dialogue on the relevance of phenotypic plasticity under climate change.
Climate change and plant adaption Climate change is altering the environments in which all organisms develop. Plant species can adjust to these novel conditions through phenotypic plasticity (see Glossary), adapt through natural selection or migrate to follow conditions to which they are adapted; these options are not mutually exclusive. For any given plant species or population, determining responses to environmental changes will require an understanding of the environmentally induced variation in the phenotype of individual plants. Once regarded as noise, phenotypic plasticity is now understood to be genetically controlled, heritable and of potential importance to species' evolution [1, 2] . With mounting evidence from molecular and developmental biology, we are now at the threshold of gaining a sophisticated understanding of the mechanisms of plasticity, which will be crucial for predicting changes in species distributions, community composition and crop productivity under climate change [3, 4] .
Some authors have argued that plastic responses to rapid climate change are less important than adaptation
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Glossary
Adaptive plasticity: Phenotypic plasticity that increases the global fitness of a genotype ( Figure 2 ). Environmental sensing loci: Genes or gene regions that encode sensors, or receptors, for environmental signals, e.g. genes encoding photoreceptors or receptors detecting microbial signals. Epialleles: Different forms or alleles of a gene that are identical in DNA sequence but differ in epigenetic markers. These epigenetic differences are usually associated with differing expressions of the epialleles. The causes of their formation are as yet poorly understood. Epigenetic: Includes the mechanisms of gene regulation that lead to heritable, but potentially reversible, changes in gene expression without changing the DNA sequence of the gene (Box 1). Fitness: The fitness of an individual is taken as the relative abundance and success of its genes (often measured as the number of surviving offspring) over multiple generations. In many cases, especially with large or long-lived species, direct estimates of fitness are not feasible and total biomass, seed number or biomass, survivorship or growth rates of a single generation are used as proxies. Genome plasticity: A change in genome structure or organization associated with environmental signals, leading to the evolution of new phenotypes, might result from mutational hotspots, genome expansion, transposable elements or somatic recombination. Genotype: When we refer to a genotype we do so in a population genetic sense, not in reference to a molecular sequence of a single gene, but to the complete genome. Phenotype: The appearance or characteristics of an organism resulting from both genetic and environmental influences. In our terms, all organisms have a phenotype not just those expressing a mutation in a given gene of interest.
Phenotypic plasticity: The range of phenotypes a single genotype can express as a function of its environment. Plant functional traits: Quantitative traits related to the fitness and success of individuals in a given environment, they provide good indicators about species' ecologies (e.g. what growth rates they are likely to exhibit, what recruitment strategy they rely on) and are often related to competitive status, commonness/rarity or dominance in the community (Box 2). Plant functional types: Categorical assessments enabling plant species to be grouped according to functional position in a community or ecosystem. For example, classifications can be based on growth form (e.g. herb, grass, shrub), nitrogen fixing status, photosynthetic pathway or leaf longevity. Post-transcriptional and post-translational modifications: Chemical modifications to mRNA or proteins that are made after an mRNA or protein is transcribed or translated, respectively (e.g. the phosphorylation of proteins). Regulatory gene transcription: The process of making mRNA of a regulatory gene. The RNA is subsequently translated to form a protein, the product of the gene. or shifts in the geographic range of distribution [5, 6] . These studies argue that the failure to expand beyond current limits demonstrates that a species' adaptive potential has been largely exhausted, or argue that plasticity will be an unimportant factor because the cues that signaled the plastic responses in the first place might no longer be 'reliable' in changed climates [7] . However, as we show below, plastic changes in seed longevity, phenology, leaf lifespan and the temperature responses of metabolic processes are all well documented in response to elevated CO 2 and climate change factors.
There is general acceptance that high levels of genetic variation within natural populations improve the potential to withstand and adapt to novel biotic and abiotic environmental changes including the tolerance of climatic change [8] . A portion of this genetic variation determines the ability of plants to sense changes in the environment and produce a plastic response. For example, genetic variation in genes encoding temperature sensors and transcription factors regulating vernalization (see below) could help plant populations adapt to changes in temperature. Plasticity, therefore, can both provide a buffer against rapid climate changes and assist rapid adaption [2, 9] . Thus, we argue that, in the context of rapid climate change, phenotypic plasticity can be a crucial determinant of plant responses, both short-and long-term.
Here, we provide a conceptual toolbox with definitions of the key theoretical elements and a synthesis of the current understanding of the molecular and genetic mechanisms underlying phenotypic plasticity, as relevant to climate change. We discuss how new developments in our understanding of signaling cascades and epigenetics in particular hold promise for interdisciplinary approaches to understanding the evolution of plasticity and for predicting how plasticity will influence the responses of native plants and agricultural systems to climate change. We aim to provide background on the ecological and evolutionary literature on phenotypic plasticity and outline emerging techniques in molecular biology. By bringing these perspectives together, we hope to stimulate crucial crossdisciplinary dialogues on the topic of plasticity and plant responses to climate change [2, 9] (Box 1).
Molecular basis of plastic responses in key traits
The ability of an organism to express plasticity in a given trait must be mediated at the molecular level [10] Figure 1 . Anthocyanins are produced in leaves in response to excess light and temperature and osmotic extremes, and serve as a reversible plastic mechanism for the protection of photosynthetic machinery [86] [87] [88] . Here, we use an anthocyanin example to illustrate (a) the points in the molecular machinery, which translate an environmental signal (excess light in this case) into a phenotype. (b) In the evolutionary and ecological literature, these responses are commonly presented as reaction norms. Here, the blue and red lines indicate the reaction norms of two different genotypes responding to a change from a low light environment (Env1) to a high light one (Env2). The extent of phenotypic change in response to a signal is its phenotypic plasticity. Asterisks in the panels denote whether there is a significant effect of environment (E) or genotype (G), and whether there is a significant genotype by environment interaction (G Â E). . For example, developmental transformations have been shown to be controlled by environmental signaling pathways that sense abiotic cues such as light and nitrogen [11] and drought [12] , as well as biotic signals such as Nod factors that cause nodulation in legumes under low nitrogen conditions [13] . For many other environmentally induced phenotypic responses, the mechanisms of how environmental signals are sensed and processed are still largely unknown [e.g. 14, 15 ]. An improved understanding of the molecular basis of environmentally induced changes in plant traits will yield insight into possible ecological and evolutionary responses in wild species and will be useful for engineering plasticity in crop species (Box 1, Q1).
Flowering time is a good example of a crucial trait that has been shown to be both under genetic control and plastic (see below). Under climate change, the temperature cues triggering the chain of events leading to flowering might cease to be reliable if they occur at the wrong time with respect to the lifecycle and ecology of the species. Such changes in cue, signal or response schemes might thereby elicit maladaptive responses [7] . Alternatively, they can lead to the expression of phenotypic responses that are currently hidden [16] . Current techniques in molecular biology and genetics allow for studies of plastic trait responses that scale from a description of molecular mechanism to the assessment of adaptive value under current or simulated future climates [17] . Thus far the genetic basis of plasticity has been examined in greatest depth in model and crop species. As new tools become available, the extension of these studies to more non-model species becomes increasingly possible and will help us determine the extent to which there are genetic homologs in other species (Box 2).
Plasticity in key plant functional traits in response to climate change Plasticity is a characteristic of a given trait in response to a given environmental stimulus, rather than a characteristic of an organism as a whole. Likewise, some responses are examples of adaptive plasticity, providing a fitness benefit, whereas others are inevitable responses to physical processes or resource limitations [18, 19] (Figure 2 ). Both adaptive and non-adaptive plasticity will play a role in the context of plant responses to climate change. Differentiating between the two is important to our understanding of both the current value and the evolution of plasticity (Box 1, Q2). The consensus from the theoretical literature is that adaptive phenotypic plasticity should evolve in heterogeneous environments where signals of environmental conditions are reliable [19, 20] . Hypotheses about what sort of species will be most plastic also abound in the literature [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] , yet our ability to predict patterns of plasticity in key traits in response to climate change remains limited.
Given that it is not feasible to assess plastic responses to current or future environments on all species, it is important to identify which traits are likely to show important plastic responses to particular changing environmental conditions and to develop predictors to enable us to generalize about the sorts of species likely to exhibit these plastic responses [9] . Those traits can then be examined in current or projected climate conditions to determine the extent of plasticity and assess the extent to which the underlying molecular and genetic pathways are shared (Box 2).
Plasticity in plant functional traits
In recent years, ecologists have categorized species according to plant functional types and have also identified several continuous plant functional traits that vary in predictable ways along environmental gradients. Functional types are widely used in global climate models to group species according to their function in the ecosystem or community (e.g. C3 or C4 grasses, herbs, shrubs, deciduous trees, N-fixing legumes, etc.). Functional traits are those that help describe the ecology of species using a few, easily quantified variables (e.g. seed size, plant height, leaf lifespan, leaf mass per area, etc.) [27] . Functional traits are relevant to both global climate models and mechanistic models of plant distributions (see below). Considering their probable importance, we advocate that plant functional traits should have priority for the investigation of (adaptive) phenotypic plasticity and identification of molecular and genetic mechanisms across species (Box 3).
Adaptive plasticity in functional traits is likely to assist rapid adaptation to new conditions. Thus, a natural ques- tion to ask is whether we can predict patterns of plasticity in functional traits based on the means of those traits themselves or based on other aspects of a species' ecology (Box 1, Q3). Although many studies have compared patterns of phenotypic plasticity in small numbers of species of contrasting ecologies, little consensus has emerged. As such, this question might be best addressed using a meta-analysis approach [28] .
Plasticity in leaf phenology, flowering time and seed or seedling traits Some of the best-documented effects of climate change have been shifts in leaf phenology [29] and flowering time [30] . Among plant species included in a meta-analysis, 87% show shifts in phenology to earlier spring times [31] . These changes might reflect both genetic (i.e. rapid evolution) and plastic changes [30] .
Box 2. Bridging evolution, ecology and molecular biology
Plastic molecular responses to environmental signals can occur in many ways. An external stimulus must first be perceived at the cell surface by a receptor (Figure I, 1 ) that then initiates a signaling cascade. Responses to the environmental challenge (lightning bolts) can include the post-translational modifications of the components of signaling pathways [69] (2). Alternatively, regulatory gene transcription can occur in many ways and in response to a broad range of stimuli (3, 4, 6, 7) . Epigenetic processes, including DNA methylation (4,5), histone modification (4) and transposable element activation (5,6), can also alter gene expression (5,6) and thereby mediate plasticity [70] . Changes to the population of small RNAs can lead to post-transcriptional control (RNAi) as well as changes in chromatin modification (4, 8) . Lastly, the expansion of short repeat sequences can affect gene expression (7) . New developments in our understanding of signaling cascades and epigenetics in particular hold promise for understanding the evolution of plasticity in natural systems and for predicting how plasticity will influence the responses of native plants and agricultural systems to climate change. For example, mutant or gene expression studies are useful for discovering genes underlying specific responses [12, 71, 72] . Techniques, such as quantitative trait loci [72, 73] and linkage disequilibrium mapping [71, 74] , have also been used to identify natural variants in plasticity genes [19] . Plasticity genes might also evolve by the diversification of gene families in which the promoters of different family members perceive specific environmental cues. Once specific genes that lead to genetic variation in phenotypic plasticity have been isolated, one can employ molecular population genetic analyses of natural 'plasticity alleles' to infer the evolutionary histories of plastic phenotypes and the evolutionary forces that shape variation in these key loci. On a genome-wide scale, approaches to characterizing gene expression and epigenetic changes, including high-throughput sequencing, microarrays and proteomic approaches, offer the possibility to characterize patterns of plasticity at the scale of the genome rather than gene by gene [75, 76] .
This discussion demonstrates how phenotypic responses to environmental signals can be correlated with molecular signals at single genes and across the entire genome. Further investigation to identify the genome architecture that confers the responsiveness of key traits to particular stimuli might enable the prediction of plastic responses to novel environments posed by climate change. 
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Chromatin remodelling Histone modification DNA methylation One example of an environmentally induced mechanism of regulating flowering time has been studied in detail in Arabidopsis thaliana. Flowering in Arabidopsis depends in part on the plastic downregulation of the transcription factor gene FLC (FLOWERING LOCUS C), which is regulated by epigenetic changes in histone modification in response to vernalization (prolonged exposure to cold) [30] . Here, the vernalization treatment acts via the transcriptional induction of a gene (VIN3), which then controls the recruitment or activity of protein complexes that modify chromatin and thereby silence the FLC locus [30] . Because FLC acts as a repressor of several flowering genes, its epigenetic silencing allows flowering to occur. The epigenetic silencing of FLC can only be reversed in the next generation. This pathway has been largely conserved in Brassicaceae, but with some variation [32] . The most extreme example being in Arabis alpina where PERPET-UAL FLOWERING 1, an FLC ortholog, regulates flowering in response to vernalization and conditions a perennial growth habit [33] .
Changes in chromatin leading to change in gene expression
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The modifications of these regulatory pathways have been observed in several other plant species as well. For example, putative FLC homologs have been identified from different eudicot taxa including chicory (Cichorium intybus) [34] and sugar beet (Beta vulgaris) [35] . The sugar beet FLC-like gene is transiently downregulated by cold and delays flowering when expressed in Arabidopsis [35] . The response of FLC homologs in other species to cold and their roles in regulating flowering have not been elucidated. Phylogenetic analyses in four legumes found no close FLC homolog, but identified several homologs of genes that regulate FLC expression, e.g. VIN3 [36] .
Despite the similarity in the physiology of the vernalization response between species, it is clear that this response has evolved independently in dicots and monocots. Cereals including rice, wheat and barley do not encode any homologs of FLC, but an unrelated transcription factor VRN2 plays a similar role as a flowering repressor as FLC [37, 38] , and a positive regulator of flowering VRN1, which is activated by cold temperatures to repress VRN2, is . The lines could be independent clonal genotypes [19] , recombinant inbred lines [89] , varieties or even populations and species. Line 1 shows the greatest phenotypic plasticity, line 3 the least. (b) An illustration of how an observed plastic response can be the result of active and passive responses occurring at the same time. For example, the passive response can reflect resource limitation, whereas the active response changes allocation to offset loss in fitness in environment B. Adaptive plastic responses are generally, but not necessarily, those that are active and that require a specific signal perception-transduction system allowing plants to change their development (adapted from [19] ). (c) and (d) show tests of adaptive plasticity; such data are often analyzed using selection-gradient analyses [3, 4, 90, 91] . In (c), fitness is maximized at a high value of the phenotypic trait in environment A and at a low value in environment B, so that the ability of the genotype to alter its phenotype depending on the environment will itself be adaptive. (d) presents a different approach to assessing adaptive plasticity in which a measure of plasticity (absolute or an index) is regressed against average fitness; the relationship could be adaptive, neutral or even maladaptive (after) [19] .
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Trends in Plant Science Vol. 15 No.12 under epigenetic control [39] . The extension of these approaches to non-model or crop species holds exciting potential. Plasticity in seed traits has also been documented in several species. For example, both warmer developmental temperatures [40, 41] and maternal drought stress [42] can decrease seed dormancy. Elevated CO 2 can alter seed provisioning and slow seedling growth rates [43] . Dormancy prevents germination when the environment is unlikely to sustain subsequent plant growth; thus, seeds with reduced dormancy status might be more likely to germinate in inappropriate conditions. Seed longevity can also be plastic; for example, changes in temperature and rainfall experienced during seed development have the potential to halve seed longevity [44] . These examples demonstrate that the effects of climate change on plastic regeneration traits could be substantial. As yet, the mechanisms underlying these plastic responses and whether they could be adaptive under current conditions remain unknown.
Plasticity and shifts in the distribution of species and vegetation types under climate change Future changes in climate could result in extinctions, range shifts, changes in major vegetation types and alterations in feedbacks between vegetation and the atmosphere. Indeed, the distribution of many plant species has already altered in response to climate change; some species have shown up to 6 km pole-ward migration each year over the past 16-132 years [31] . Recent years have seen tremendous progress in species distribution and vegetation models but as yet most of these models do not consider the phenotypic plasticity of existing genotypes or the evolution of either traits or plasticity itself [9] . Box 3 identifies plant functional traits in which plasticity is likely to be important to species responses to climate change, and which we therefore suggest have priority for research on plasticity and its underlying mechanisms. Below we consider how a better understanding of plasticity in these traits will contribute to predicting species distribution changes and shifts in vegetation types and how it can alter our approach to crop breeding.
Species distribution models
Niche-based models, in their simplest forms, take the climatic conditions of a species' current distribution and use modeled future climatic scenarios to project future distributions [45] . They generally assume that distributions reveal the ecological potential of the current gene pool and that the niche does not change over time [46] . However, the environmental conditions currently occupied by a species can fail to reveal the full extent of its potential range (fundamental niche) for reasons such as dispersal limitation, the effects of species interactions and the likelihood that portions of that potential niche are currently unexpressed because they do not correspond to any contemporary environment [46] . Phenotypic plasticity will be particularly important in predicting dynamics at population boundaries. At the trailing edge, plasticity can buffer population declines and influence the potential of the species to adapt to novel conditions [47] . At the leading edge, shifting species interactions might lead to unanticipated plastic responses. Recently, mechanistic models that incorporate physiological knowledge about variation within a species in response to environment have offered an alternative to purely correlative models [48, 49] . For example, population declines is associated with the ability to protect the photosynthetic apparatus from excess light and could contribute to leaf longevity during senescence, as well as freezing-, drought-and osmotic-tolerance.
[ [86] [87] [88] Box 3. Key functional traits for assessment of plastic responses to climate change
The list in Table I suggests key traits for the investigation of adaptive phenotypic plasticity across a broad range of species. The choice of phenotypic traits of interest will vary with growth form and development stage, and also depends on whether plasticity is investigated in a controlled environment or in the field. However, developing a database of plasticity data is dependent on commonly measured traits, particularly in comparative work. These traits hold potential for incorporation into both mechanistic models of species distributions and models of vegetation distributions. This list also represents those traits for which molecular genetic mechanisms are of particular interest from ecological or evolutionary perspectives.
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Trends in Plant Science Vol. 15 No.12 on the trailing edge of the distribution of 16 tree species were examined using a mechanistic model that incorporates plasticity in phenology [50] . Declines were generally attributable to a reduction in fruit maturation success resulting from maladaptive plastic responses to temperature changes that led to delays in early-season dormancy break [51] . Mechanistic models that combine evolutionary genetics, demography and the plasticity of key plant traits (Box 3) will improve our potential to model future species distributions [52] . These models are more time and labor demanding to parameterize than correlative niche-based models [53] and thereby we suggest that integrated mechanistic/ correlational models [54] be strategically directed. For example, they could be useful to predict outcomes of non-equilibrium situations (e.g. species invasions).
Plasticity and predicting shifts in vegetation types
Climate change is also predicted to affect the global distribution patterns of vegetation types and their feedback on atmospheric CO 2 levels and temperatures. Dynamic global vegetation models (DGVMs) coupled to general circulation models are used to predict what plant functional types will dominate at particular locations [51] . Crucial to these predictions of increased CO 2 concentrations and temperatures are feedbacks from the climate-induced conversion of vegetation types, for example Amazonian tropical rainforests to savanna/grasslands [55] . Whether abrupt changes in vegetation types will actually occur, however, depends on the extent to which the existing vegetation can tolerate environmental change. Plastic changes in response to temperature or drought are commonly observed in leaf chemistry, biomass allocation and metabolic rates. Incorporating real values for the acclimation of respiration in response to growth temperature into DGVMs can decrease modeled rates of respiration and increase rates of net primary productivity by up to 20% in the tropics [56] . Plastic changes of this magnitude are likely to substantially alter the predicted rates of ecosystem net carbon exchange, with important but largely unknown consequences for future atmospheric CO 2 concentrations and global temperatures.
Some of the tools to incorporate phenotypic plasticity are already available for DGVMs [56, 57] . Most of these models work on a functional type basis, where types might reflect growth form or photosynthetic pathway rather than incorporating detailed trait data for specific species. Thus, studies of whether species can be classified into functional types for plasticity are also needed to make use of these tools. Strategic data collection to answer these questions will require effective dialogue between modelers and biologists to identify both traits and key species or functional type definitions on which to focus efforts (Box 1, Q3).
Plasticity, phenotypic evolution and breeding in response to rapid changes In the short-term, the plastic responses of existing genotypes will be of particular importance in determining plants' persistence under climate change. These plastic responses might, however, also have important consequences for longer term evolutionary pathways [58] (Box 1, Q4). Adaptive plasticity is likely to facilitate persistence and, therefore, reduce the chances of extinction in a novel environment, setting the stage for subsequent adaptive evolution by natural selection [58] . But even plasticity that is not currently adaptive (Figure 2 ) can provide sources of novel phenotypes important in phenotypic evolution [2, 9] .
As yet, studies of climate change-induced evolution under simulated and natural climatic conditions have rarely integrated plastic and genetic evolutionary responses [17] . Nevertheless, both abrupt and gradual climate changes will impose selection on plant populations. Abrupt climate changes will result in rapid hard selection for more stress-tolerant genotypes, whereas gradual climate changes are expected to impose soft selection mediated by intraspecific interactions [17] . There is also the possibility that genome-wide changes, including the random formation of epialleles, can be environmentally triggered [59] (Box 1). This genome plasticity is distinct from phenotypic plasticity but can provide a mechanism that generates phenotypically plastic responses [60] . Because epigenetic changes can happen much more rapidly than DNA sequence-based changes [60, 61] and because they have been shown to respond to environmental stress [62] , they could be particularly important in the face of a rapid change in climate. Experimental studies using classic plasticity designs with epigenetic markers or epi-RILs will be important tools to allow us to link genomic processes with the evolution of plastic responses [61, [63] [64] [65] .
Plasticity and crop breeding in a drier or more variable climate Lastly, amid growing fears of food crises, we are particularly keen to motivate cross-disciplinary research that synthesizes applied research in crop systems with ecological and evolutionary theory. Crop scientists have traditionally focused on directional selection on plant traits to obtain higher yields in particular environments, or on breeding for homeostasis under a range of conditions [66] . Selection for increased phenotypic plasticity per se has not been directly addressed. Because selection is often conducted on trait values under a single productive condition, we suggest that it is currently unclear whether domestication and breeding have led to increased or decreased plasticity in traits indirectly associated with yield. Genetic lines selected for relative yield stability could have high phenotypic plasticity because relatively large morphological and physiological changes can underlie yield stability [66] .
Breeding for phenotypic plasticity in traits other than yield will potentially afford resilience in an increasingly unpredictable environment [67] . For example, breeding for plasticity in water use traits could lead to better survival and higher average yields [68] . Likewise, novel approaches to identify key environmental sensing genes in crop and model systems can lead to an opportunity to breed for phenotypic plasticity to build resilience in an increasingly variable environment [68] (Box 1, Q5 ).
Concluding remarks
There is increasing evidence of the importance of plasticity in plants under climate change in both natural and agriReview Trends in Plant Science Vol. 15 No.12 cultural systems. Our aim has been to discuss the potential roles of plasticity in determining plant response to and effects of climate change in a way that is accessible and relevant to ecologists, physiologists and molecular biologists alike. We see progress in this field as being very much dependent on multidisciplinary approaches and the application of emerging techniques. We have identified outstanding questions in the field as directions for future research (Box 1). Many of these are extensions of longstanding questions such as how common and important is adaptive plasticity, what is the molecular genetic basis of plasticity and what is the relevance of plasticity in determining species distributions and vegetation processes? Answers to these tantalizing questions are now relevant in an applied context and are closer to our grasp thanks to exciting new technical progress and the potential for integrative multidisciplinary approaches.
